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Introd uction.
A given function f can be approxilllated with a high degree of contact
by its Pade approximant. Let us call the operator that associates with f
its Pade approxilllant rn,m of degree n in the nUlllerator and degree m in
the denominator, the Pade operator Pn,m' The fact that the Pade approximant is a rational function gives rise to a number of interesting questions.
Since the concept of Pade approxilllant is defined both for univariate and
multivariate functions, the following topics will each be discussed for both
cases.
Suppose that we construct rational expressions <P(J)

= (af + b)/( cf + d) of

f. Then one can investigate when the Pade approximant co-varies with f

in this case, meaning that <P [Pn,m(J)]

= Pn.;"m.;, [<p(J)].

Let us consider the case that f is itself an irreducible rational function.
Then it is reasonable to expect that a suitable choice of the numerator and
denominator degree delivers Pn,m(J) = rn,m = f.
Taking it one step further, we consider a meromorphic function f, which
has a polynomial denominator and a hololllorphic numerator. We can prove
that both in the univariate and the multivariate case the function f can be
rediscovered as the limit of a sequence of Pade approximants with increasing
numerator degree and suitably chosen denominator degree. What's more,
the polar singularities of f can be computed from the knowledge of its
Taylor series expansion as a consequence of this convergence property.
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1. Notations and definitions.
1.1. THE UNIVARIATE CASE.

Consider a formal power series expansion

(1)
= Co + CIX + C2 x2 + ...
in a complex variable x, with Co f:. o. In the sequel of the text we shall write
fex)

öp for the exact degree of a polynomial p( x) and w f = min {i I Ci f:. O} for
the order of apower series f( x). The Pade approximation problem of order
(n, m) for f consists in finding polynomials
n

p(x)

= L:aixi
i=O

and

m

q(x)

= L:bi

xi

i=O

such that in the power series (J q - p)( x) the coefficients of xi for i
0, ... , n + m disappear,

öp S, n
{ öq< m

w(Jq - p)

(2)
~ n

+m + 1

Condition (2) is equivalent with the following two linear systems of equations
cobo = ao
c1bo + cOb1 = al

(3a)

cnbo + cn-1b1 + ... + cn-mbm = an

1

CnH bo

+ cnb 1 + ... + Cn-mH bm = 0

cn+mbo + cn+m-lb1 + ... + cnbm

(3b)

=0

with Ci = 0 for i < O. For m = 0 the system of equations (3b) is empty. In
this case ai = Ci for i = 0, ... , n and bo = 1 satisfy (2), in other words the
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partial sums of (1) solve the Pade approximation problem of order (n,O).
In general, a solution for the coefficients ai is known after substitution of a
solution for the bi in the left hand side of (3a). So the crucial point is to solve
the homogeneous system of m equations (3b) in the m+ 1 unknowns bio This
system has at least one non trivial solution because one of the unknowns
can be chosen freely. The following relationship can be proved for different
solutions of the same Pade approximation problem.
Theorem 1 If the polynomials Pb qI and P2, q2 satisfy (2), then PIq2 =
P2qt·
proof
The polynomial PI q2 - P2QI can also be written as

(Jq2 - P2)QI - (JqI - pdq2
Since

w(J qI - pd 2: n
W(Jq2 - P2) 2: n

+m +1

+m + 1

we have

W(PIq2 - P2qd 2: n

+m +1

But (PI q2 - P2qt)( x) is a polynomial of degree at most n + m. Consequently
Pt q2 - P2 qt = O.
0

A consequence of this theorem is that the rational functions Pt I qI and
P21 q2 are equivalent. Hence all nontrivial Sohltions of (2) supply the same
irreducible form. If p( x) and q( x) satisfy (2) we shall denote by
rn

m

,

( X ) -_ Pn,m ( X )
qn,m

the irreducible form of plq normalized such that qn,m(O) = 1. This rational
function rn,m (x) is called the Pade approximant of order (n, m) for f.
As a conclusion we can formulate the next theorem.
Theorem 2 For every nonnegative n and m a unique Pade approximant
of order (n, m) for (1) exists.
Although Pn,m and qn,m are computed from polynomials P and q that satisfy
(2), it is not necessarily so that Pn,m and qn,m satisfy (2) themselves. A
simple example will illustrate this. Consider f( x) = 1 + x 2 and take n =
1 = m. Condition (2) is then equivalent with

bo

= ao

{ bt

= at

bo =0
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A solution is given by bo = 0 = ao and bt = 1 = at. So p(x) = x = q(x).
Consequently Pt,t = 1 = qt,t with w(fqt,t - Pt,t) = 2 < n + m + 1 and the
corresponding equations (2)do not hold. But it is easy to construct, from
the knowledge of Pn,m and qn,m, a solution of (2).
Theorem 3 If the Pade approximant of order (n, m) for f is given by

rn,m(x) = Pn,m(x)
qn,m
with n' = öPn,m and m' = öqn,m, then there exists an integer s with 0 ::;
s::; minen - n',m - m') such that p(x) = xSPn,m(x) and q(x) = xSqn,m(x)
satisfy (2).
proof
Let Pt, qt be a nontrivial solution of (2). Hence
ÖPt::; n
öqt::; m
w(fqt - pt) ~ n + m

+1

Since the irreducible form of pt/qt is Pn,m/qn,m we know that

Pt(x) = t(x)Pn,m(x)
qt(x) = t(x)qn,m(x)
with t( x) a polynomial of degree at most mine n - n', m - m'). If s
the order of the polynomial t( x), then

o ::; s ::; mine n -

= wt is

n', m - m')

Since

w(fqt - Pt)

[t(fqn,m - Pn,m)]
w [xs(fqn,m - Pn,m)]
w [J(xSqn,m) - (xSPn,m)]

W

o

the proof is completed.
1.2. THE GENERAL MULTIVARIATE CASE.

We restrict ourselves to the case of two variables because the generalization
to functions of more variables is only notationally more difficult. Given a
Taylor series expansion

fex, y) =

L
(i,j)EN2

CijXiyj
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with
Cij

1 1 {i+ j f

= -i! -j!

. . 1(0 0)

;)~t;) •• 1

'

we introduce a multivariate Pade approximant (p/q)(x, y) to fex, y) where
p(x, y) and q(x, y) are determined by a general accuracy-through-order
principle. Let the polynomials p( x, y) and q( x, y) be of the form

L

p(x, y) =

aijXiyj

(4a)

bijXiyj

(4b)

(i,j)EN

L

q(x, y) =

(i,j)ED

where N ("N umerator") and D ("Denominator" ) are finite subsets of IN 2 •
The sets N and D indicate in a way the degree of the polynomials p(x, y)
and q(x, y). Let us denote
8p

= {(i,j) I (i,j) E N,aij i= O} ~

8q = {(i,j) I (i,j) E

D,bij

i= O}

~

+ 1 = #N

N

n

D

m+ 1 = #D

It is now possible to let p(x, y) and q(x, y) satisfy the following condition
for the power series (Jq - p)(x, y), namely

(Jq - p)(x, y) =

L
(i,j)EN 2

(4c)

dijXiyj

\E

if, in analogy with the univariate case, the set of indices E ("Equations")
is such that

(5a)

N~E

#(E\N)

= m = #D -

(5b)

1

(5c)

E satisfies the inclusion property

Here (5c) means that when a point belongs to the index set E, then the
rectangular subset ofpoints emanating from the origin with the given point
as its furthermost corner, also lies in E. In other words,
(i,j) E E

=::}

{(k,e) I k

~ i,f. ~

j}

~

E

Condition (5a) enables us to split the system of equations
dij

= 0

(i,j) E E
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in an inhomogeneous part defining the numerator coefficients
i

j

LL

CjJ.vbi-jJ.,j-v

jJ.=Ov=O

= aij

(i,j)EN

(6a)

and a homogeneous part defining the denominator coefficients
i

j

LL

CjJ.vbi-jJ.,j-v

(i,j) E E\N

= 0

(6b)

jJ.=Ov=O

By convention bkl = 0 if (k,f) ~ D. Condition (5b) guarantees the existence of a nontrivial denominator q( x, y) because the homogeneous system
has one equation less than the number of unknowns and so one unknown
coefficient can be chosen freely. Condition (5c) finally takes care of the Pade
approximation property, namely

,
,L.J
dijX'yJ

P
q(O, 0) =I 0 ==> (f - - )(x, y) =
q

(i,j)EN 2\E

If E does not satisfy the inclusion property, as in figure 1, then

L

(fq - p)(x, y) =

dijXiyj

(i,j)EN2\E

does not imply
(f

p\

- -) (x, y)
q

=

,,L
dijX'yJ
(i,j)EN2\E

since in that case f - pi q also contains terms resulting from a multiplication
of the "hole" in E by (llq)(x, y) as can be seen from figure 1. For more
information we refer to [11,8].
We denote the set ofrational functions plq satisfying (4) by [NID]E and
we call it the general multivariate Pade approximant of order (n, m)
for f.
In general, uniqueness of the general order multivariate Pade approximant,
in the sense that all rational functions in [NI D)E reduce to the same irreducible form, is not guaranteed, unless the index set E \ N supplies a
homogeneous system of linearly independent equations (6b). It is obvious
that at least one nontrivial solution of (4) exists, but it is not so (unlike in
the univariate case) that different solutions PI, qI and P2, q2 of (4) are necessarily equivalent, meaning that (PIq2)(X, y) = (p2qd(x, V). Hence PI/ql
and P2/ q2 may be different functions. Consider the following approximant:

(p/q)(x, y) = a

+ ax + (1 -

l+x+y

a)y
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Figure 1.

Depending on a, it has 3 different irreducible forms, namely
a = 0.0
a = 0.5

a = 1.0

v

1+x+V

0.5

1+x
1+x+V

For particular choices of N, D and E however it can be a general rule that
all solutions in [N / D]E are equivalent and reduce to a single irreducible
form, as can be seen in the following section. In general, with a free choice
for N, D and E, only subject to (.5), it is not true. We shall discuss this in
detail further on.
Most of the older definitions for multivariate Pade approximants appear to
be special cases ofthe very general definition introduced here [20,21,5, 19,
10]. Hence all the results mentioned in the following sections are applicable
to these special cases. In this way the older theories are complemented with
a lot of new theorems and algorithms. The general definition also contains
the univariate theory as a special case.

Theorem 4 If the index sets N, D and E are such that

=> {(i,O)IO::;i::;n}
D => {(i,O)IO::;i::;m}
E => {(i,O)IO::;i::;n+m}

N

then the univariate Pade approximant of QT'der (n, m) to f( x, 0) is given by
the irreducible form of [N / D]~( x, 0)
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1.3. THE HOMOGENEOUS MULTIVARIATE CASE.

The approach we have taken in the previous section to define and construct
multivariate Pade approximants is essentially based on rewriting the double
series expansion
CijXiyj
(7)

2:

(i,j)EN2

as the single sum
00

2:

CijXiyj

TE(i,j)=O

In general, a numbering TE of IN 2 pI aces the points in IN 2 one after the
other. By doing so, the dimension of the problem description is reduced.
When the input is indexed by integer numbers TE( i, j) E IN and not by
multi-indices (i, j) E IN 2 , the explicit determinant representation of the solution as well as the algorithms for its computation depend on a numbering
TE in IN 2 and not on the number of variables. Another way to work with
the bivariate power series (71) is the following

2:

CijXiyj

(i,j)EN 2

=

t (2:
(=0

CijXiyj)

i+j=l

This approach is taken in [10, pp. 59-62] to construct homogeneous multivariate Pade approximants. These hOlllogeneous multivariate Pade
approximants are a special case of the general definition (4) where for chosen v and JL in IN, which are comparable to the degrees n and m of the
univariate Pade approximant, the numerator and denominator degree sets
N and D are given by

N
D

=
=

{(i,j) E IN 2 1vJL::; i + j::; VJL + v}
{(d, e) E IN 2 1')JL ::; d + e ::; VJL + JL}

(8a)
(8b)

while

E = E(v,tJ.) U E~
E(v,tJ.)

= {(i,j) E IN 2 1')JL::; i + j::; I)JL + V + JL}
E~ = {(i,j) E IN 2 I 0::; i + j < I)JL}
#E(v.tJ.) = #N

The conditions in
and hence void.

(8c)

E~

+ #D -

1

are automatically satisfied by the choice of N and D
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An advantage of homogeneous Pade approximants is that they preserve
the properties and the nature of univariate Pade approximants even better
than the general order definition (4). This is for instance reflected in a
tremendous simplification of the algorithms for their computation [7, 9].
Let us introduce the notation

L: aijXiyj
L: bijXiyj
i+j=vl-'+i
L: CijXiyj

Ai(X, y)

l

= 0, .. . ,V

l

= 0, .. . ,J.L

i+j=vl-'+l
Bi(X, y)
Ci(X, y)

l=0,1,2 ...

i+j=l
and rewrite

p(X, y)

L

aijX'yJ =

L

bijX'yJ =

(i,j)EN

q(X, y)

..

(i,j)ED

v

L

1=0
I-'

L

1=0

Al(X, y)
Bl(X, y)

Then the conditions

(fq - p)(x, y)

=

L:

dijX'yJ

(i,j)EN 2 \E

=

L:

dijXiyj

i+j~vl-'+v+l-'+l

can be reformulated as

Co(X, y)Bo(x, y)

= Ao(x, y)

C 1 (x, y)Bo(x, y) + Co(x, y)Bt(x, y) = At(x, y)

!

CI/(x, y)Bo(x, y) + '"

+ CV-I-'(x, y)BI-'(x, y) =

(9a)
AI/(x, y)

CI/H(X, y)Bo(x, y) + ... + CI/+I-I-'(X, y)BI-'(x, y) = 0

:

(9b)

CI/+I-'(x, y)Bo(x, y) + ... + CI/(x, y)BI-'(x, y)

=0

where Cl(x, y) == 0 if l < O. This is exactly the system of defining equations (3) for univariate Pade approximants if the univariate term ClX i is
substituted by

Ci(X, y) =

L:

i+j=l

CijXiyj

l=0,1,2 ...
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For the homogeneous Pade approximants we can prove a multivariate analogon of the theorems 1-3. To this end we define the order w f of apower
series f(x,y) as wJ = min{i + j I Cij i O}.
Theorem 5 IJ Pt, qt and P2, q2 both satisJy condition (-4) written down for
the homogeneous multivariate Pade approximation problem defined by (8),
then
(Ptq2)(X, Y) = (p2qd(x, y)
proof

We proceed as in the univariate case. Write Pt q2 - P2qt as

(fq2 - P2) qt - (fqt - Pt) q2
We know that

w(fqt
W(fq2
wqt 2::
wq2 2::

- pd 2:: llJL
- P2) 2:: /lJL

+ /I + JL + 1
+ /I + JL + 1

/lJL
/lJL

and consequently

W(Ptq2 - P2qt)

= w [(fq2 -

P2)qt - (fqt - Pt)q2] 2:: 2/1JL + /I

+ JL + 1

Now the polynomial (PtQ2 - P2Qd is indexed by a subset of {(i,j) I 0 ~
i + j ~ 2/1JL + /I + JL} and hence Pt Q2 - P2Qt must be identically zero.
0
The homogeneous multivariate Pade approximant of order
can now be defined as the unique irreducible form

TI/,Il(X, y)

(/I,

JL) for J( x, y)

= PI/,Il(X, y)

y)
of a solution p(x, y)jq(x, y) of (9). For these TI/,Il the following properties
ql/,IL(X,

of the univariate Pade approximant remain valid. Theorem 6 is the multivariate version of theorem 2 and theorem 7 generalizes theorem 3.
Theorem 6 For every /I and JL a unique hornogeneous multivariate Pade
approximant oJ order (/I, JL) Jor J( x, y) exi,'1ts.
Before we proceed let us first take a look at an example to better understand the difference between general and homogeneous multivariate Pade
approximan ts.
Consider
1+

J(x,y)

=

=

1+

x

0.1- y

+ sin(xy)

E lQi xyi-t + E( _l)i
00

00

i=t

i=O

()2i+t

~~
I
(2z + 1).

1 + 10x + 101xy + 1Q00 xy 2 + ...
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Take n
with

= 2 and

m

= 1 in
N

=

D

=
=

E

the general order Pade approximation problem

{(O,O),(O,I),(I,On
{(O, 0), (0, In
{(O,O),(O,I),(l,O),(I,ln

A solution of (4) is given by
1 + 10x - 10.ly
1 - 10.ly
1 + lOx - 10.ly
1 - lO.ly

p(x,y)
q(x,y)

[NIDlE

Take v = 1 = J.l in the homogeneous Pade approximation problem. Then
we have to look for p( x, y) and q( x, y) of the form
p(x,y)

= alOx + a01Y + a20x2 + allXY + a02y2

q(x, y) = blOx

+ b01 Y + b20 X2 + bllxy + b02y2

such that
(Jq - p)(x, y) =

L

diixiyi

i+i2: 4
A solution of (9) is given by
p(x, y)
q(x,y)
and
r

lOx + lOOx 2 - lOlxy
10x - 101xy

( x y ) - 1 + 10x - 1O.Iy

1,1,

-

l-lO.ly

Here the shift of the degrees over 11ft = 1 has disappeared by taking the
irreducible form. This is not always the ease. Take 1I = 1 and J.l = 2. Then
p(x, y) and q(x, y) satisfying the hOlllogeneous Pade approximation problem
are given by
p(x,y)
q(x, y)
with

lOOx 2 - lOlxy + lOOOx 3 - 2020x 2y + lOOO xy2
lOOx 2 - lOlxy - 101Ox 2y + 1000xy2 + 20Ix 2y2

x - 1.0ly + lOx 2 - 20.2xy + lO y2
r1,2(x, y) = x _ 1.0Iy - IO.lxy + 10y2 + 2.01 xy 2
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In general the following results can be proved about the order and degree of
numerator and denominator of rll,J.I(x, y). In this context we mean by order
and degree the total homogeneous order and degree. If rll,J.I = PII,J.I/ qll,J.I is the
irreducible form of a solution p/q of the homogeneous Pade approximation
problem (9), we can write
p(x, y)

= PII,J.I(X, y)T(x, y)

q(x, y)

= qll,J.I(x, y)T(x, y)

with Wqll,J.I ~ wp and Wqll,J.I ~ wq So we can define v'
J..t' = Öqll,J.I - Wqll,J.I" Obviously

v'

=

<

= ÖPII,J.I -

= (öp - öT) - Wqll,J.I
Wqll,J.I = öp - wq ~ 11J..L + V -

VJ..L

=v

= (öq - öT) - wqll,lt
Wqll,J.I = öq - wq ~ VJ..L + J..L -

VJ..L

= J..L

ÖPII,J.I - Wqll,J.I
öp - wT -

Öqll,J.I - Wqll,J.I

J..L'

<

öq - wT -

Wqll,J.I and

This definition of v' and J..L' is an extension of the univariate definition,
because in the univariate case Wqll,J.I = O.
Theorem 7 If the homogeneous Pade apP7'Oximant of order (v, J..L) for f( x, y)
is given by rll,J.I(x, y) with v' and J..L' defined as above, then an integer s with
o ~ s ~ min( v - v', J..L - J..L') and a homogeneous bivariate polynomial
S(x, y)
exist such that p(x, y)
satisfy (4).

=

<'1ij xiyj
L
i+j=IIJ.1-wq",1' +8

= S(x, y)PII,J.I(x, y)

and q(x, y)

= S(x, y)qll,J.I(x, y)

proof
Since PII,J.I/qll,J.I(x,y) is computed from a solution of (4), we may
consider nontrivial polynomials PI (x, y) and qI (x, y) and write
PI(X, y) = T(x, y)PII,J.I(x, y)
qI(X, y) = T(x, y)qll,J.I(x, y)

with PI and qI satisfying (4) and with
8T

T(x,

y)

=

L

tijXiyj

i+j=wT

Clearly from (8)
wqI = wT

+ Wqll,J.I 2:

11J..L
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and hence
wT

with

S ~

öT
öT

O. Also wT

=
=

~

= VJ-L -

+S

öT with

+v ~ VJ-L + J-L -

ÖPt - öP"',1-' ~ VJ-L
öqt - öqv,1-'

Hence

+ wq""I-') = VJ-L (J-L' + wq""I-') = VJ-L (1/

+ lllin(v -

öT ~ V/l- wq",,1-'

which implies

wq",,1-'

o ~ S ~ lllin(11 -

+V wq",,1-' + J-L wqv,1-'

v'
J-L'

V',J-L - J-L')

I/,J-L - J-L')

Now consider the hOlllogeneous polynomial consisting of the lowest order
terms in T(x, y), namely

L

S(x, y) =

tijXiyJ

i+j="'I-'-wqv,,.. +8

Because
VJ-L

+ v + J-L + 1 ~ w(Jqt -

pd

W

[(Jq",,1-' - p"',I-')T]

W

[(Jq",,1-' - P"',I-')S]

o

the proof is completed.
2. Covariance.
2.1. THE UNIVARIATE CASE.

In this section we are looking for operators cI> working on the series development f that commute more or less with the Pade operator Pn,m which
associates with f its (n, m) Pade approximant:
cI> [Pn,m(J)]

= Pnif>,fflif> [cI>(J)]

with n .. and m .. depending on the considered cI>. It's easy to see that the
operators cI> have to be rational.
A first property we are going to prove is called the reciprocal covariance
property.

Theorem 8 1/ rn,m = Pn,m/qn,m is the (n,m) Pade approximant to the
se ries development (1) with Co i= 0, then
rm,n = qn,m/CO
Pn,m/CO

is the (m, n) Pade approximant to

1/ /.
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proof Since Pn,m / qn,m is the (n, m) Pade approximant to f, a polynomial
t(x) exists such that P = tpn,m and q = tqn,m satisfy (2). Since Co =I 0,

w(fq - p)

~ n + m + 1 ==> w [y(fq -

p)]

= w (yP -

q)

~ n +m +1

from which we can conelude that q and P satisfy (2) for 1/ f. Since Pn,m(O) =
Co =I 0, qn,m/Pn,m can also be normalized.
0
A second property is called the homographie covariance property.
Theorem 9 Let a, b, C and d be complex nmnbers with cCo
Tn,n = Pn,n/ qn,n is the (n, n) Pade approximant to f, then

+ d =I

O. If

(apn,n + bqn,n)/(c Co + d)
(cPn,n + dqn,n)/(c Co + d)
is the (n,n) Pade approximant to (af + b)/(cf + d).
proof
We know that rn,n is computed from a solution p = tpn,n and
q = tqn,n of (2). Now
ö(ap+ bq)
ö(cp+ dq)
w(fq - p)
Since

and cp(O)

~ n
~ n

~ n + m + 1 ==> w (Cf ~ d(fq -

p)(ad - bc»)

~ n +m + 1

af + b
1
-_-_(cp + dq) - (ap + bq) = cf + d(fq - p)(ad - bc)

+ dq(O) = c Co + d =I 0 the proof is

completed.

o

In general the theorem is not valid for the (n, m) Pade approximant with
n =I m because then

ß(ap + bq)
ß(cp + dq)

~

max(n, m)

~

max(n, m)

instead of n and m respectively.
2.2. THE GENERAL MULTIVARIATE CASE.

In this section we study same covariance properties of the general order
multivariate Pade approximant. For the sake of simplicity we denote a
particular element of the set of solutions [N / D]E for the general Pade approximation problem of f( x, y) by [N / D]~.
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Let the formal Taylor series development of fex, y) be such that Coo :{;
Then the formal Taylor series development of g(x, y) = (1/ J)(x, y) is
defined by
eiixiyi
g(x, y) =

o.

L

(i,j)EN2

with
If

fex, y)g(x, y) = 1
(Jq - p) (x, y) =

L

dijXiyj

(i,j)EN2\E
then after multiplication by -g(x, V), we get

(gp - q) (x, y) =

L

eijX~yJ

(i,j)EN 2 \E
From this we can conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 10 Let [N / Dl~ be a general order multivariate Pade approximant to fex, y) as defined above and let g(x, y) = (1/ J)(x, v). Then

[D/Nl~

= l/[N/Dl~

If we study the homographic function covariance of the general order multivariate Pade approximant, we cannot consider denominator index sets D
different from the numerator index set N. Indeed, when transforming the
function f into the function j = (af + b)/(cf + d), a general order Pade
approximant p/q for f transforms into

ap + bq (
cp + dq

x,y

)

= L(i,j)EN iijjxiyj
_ ..
L(i,j)ED

bijX~yJ

which can not necessarily be written in the form ßfij = [N / Dlf.
Theorem 11 Let [N/Nl~ = p/q be a general or'der multivariate Pade approximant to f(x,y) and let j = (af + b)/(cf + d), then

[N/Nlf=p/ij
with
p(x, y) =
ij(x, y) =

apex, y) + bq(x, y)
cp(x, y) + dq(x, y)
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2.3. THE HOMOGENEOUS MULTIVARIATE CASE.

Since the homogeneous multivariate Pade approximant can be considered as
a special case of the generalmultivariate Pade approximant, the theorems
10 and 11 remain valid. The condition N = D in theorem 11, is replaced
by the equivalent condition 11 = /1.

3. Consistency.
3.1. THE UNIVARIATE CASE.

Last but not least the consistency property of the Pade approximant. If
we are given an irreducible rational function f( x) right from the start, but
know only its Taylor series, do we come across it when calculating the appropriate Pade approximant? This consistency property is in fact quite logic
and hence very desirable. In the next section we consider the more general
problem of approximating functions with polar singularities, in other words
Taylor series coming from functions with a polynomial denominator but not
necessarily a polynomial numerator.

Theorem 12 If fex)

= g(x)jh(x)

with h(O)

= 1 and

n

g(x)

L9iXi
i=O

hex)

=

m

LhiXi
;=0

then for f( x) irreducible we find r n,m
proof
For f( x) we can write

w(J h - 9)

= f.

~ n

+m +1

Since 8g :$ n and 8h :$ m we see that 9 and h satisfy (2) for f. Hence rn,rn
is the irreducible form of 9 j h or fitself.
0
3.2. THE GENERAL MULTIVARIATE CASE.

Let's investigate the same question. If we are given an irreducible rational
function fex, y) right from the start, do we come across it when calculating
the appropriate general order Pade approximant? By this we mean that for
an irreducible function

fex, y) = g(x, y) ItX,y)(

~)

(i ,J EN gijXiyj

L: hijX'yJ

. 0

0
(

I,J)ED
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and for a solution p(x, y)lq(x, y) to the Pade approximation problem of
I(x,y), we want to find that plq and glh are equivalent. In other words,
that
(ph - gq)(x, y) = 0
It is clear that this is the case if the general order multivariate Pade approximation problem to I has a unique solution, because then both plq and
gl h satisfy the approximation conditions (4c). If the solution is non-unique
we can get in trouble because of the non-unicity of the irreducible form of
the Pade approximant as pointeel out in the previous section. A solution of
the form
a + ax + (1 - a)y
l+x+y

has 3 different irreducible forms. These irreducible forms cannot all together
coinciele with gl h. In general we can only say that

L

(ph - gq)(x, y) =

eiixtyJ

(i,i)EN*D\E

where

N

*D =

{(i + d, j

+ e) I (i, j) E N, (d, e) E D}

3.3. THE HOMOGENEOUS MULTIVARIATE CASE.

However for the homogeneous Pade approximants, the consistency property
holels.
Theorem 13 For an irreducible mtionallunction
v

L:

t

i j

gijX Y

(x, y) _ ..:...:i+~i=_o__

I(x, y) =

~(x, y) -

hiixiyi

i+j=O
the homogeneous Pade approximant to I
glh.

proof

For

1= glh

01 m·der (v,Ji)

is given by r v ,,.,. =

we can write

(fh - g)(x, y)

=

L

d~

_xiyi

tJ

i+i~v,.,.+v+,.,.+ 1

For T v,,.,.
that

= Pv,,.,.lqv,,.,.

we know that there exists a polynomial T(x, y) such

(fqv,,.,.T - Pv,IlT )(x, y) =

L

i+i~v",,+v+Il+1

diixiyi
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Because of the equivalence of different solutions for the homogeneous Pade
approximation problem we can write

g(x, y)qv,/L(x, y)T(x, y)

= PV,/L(x, y)T(x, y)h(x, y)

and consequently

g(x,y)
h(x,y)

PV,/L(x, y)
qv,/L(x, y)

o
This consistency property is an important advantage of the homogeneous
multivariate Pade approximants over the general order multivariate Pade
approximants: in the general case the consistency property is only satisfied
if the linear system of defining equations (6b) has maximal rank.

4. Convergence.
4.1. THE UNIVARIATE CASE.

Let us consider a sequence S = {ro, rl, r2,"'} of Pade approximants of different order for a given function f( x). We want to investigate the existence
of a function F( x) with
.lim ri(x) = F(x)
1--+00

and the properties of that function F( x). In general the convergence of S
will depend on the properties of f. A lot of information on the convergence
of Pade approximants can also be found in [3].
We are interested in the convergence of columns in the Pade table. First
we take Ti(X) = Ti,O(X), the partial sums of the Taylor series expansion for
fex). The following result is obvious.
Theorem 14 If f is analytic in B(O, T) with r > 0, then S = {Ti,ohEN
converges uniformly to f in B(O, r).
Next take Ti(X) = ri,l(x), the Pade approximants of order (i, 1) for f. It
is possible to construct functions f that are analytic in the whole complex
plane but for which the poles of the ri,l are a dense sub set of (i,' [23, p. 158].
So in general S will not converge. But the following theorem can be proved

[4].

Theorem 15 If f is analytic in B(O, r) with T > 0, then an infinite subsequence of {ri,t}iEN exists which COTWe7'ges uniformly to f in B(O, r).
In [2] a similar result was proved for S = {ri,2(x)}iEN. However, the most
interesting result was obtained by de Montessus de Ballore for Pade approximants of meromorphic functions. In that case it is possible to prove
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the uniform convergence of a particular column in the Pade table [1.5]. Since
the column number in the Pade tahle is given by the degree of the Pade
denominator, this number is determined by the number of poles of the
meromorphic function in the considered disko Aiming at larger regions of
convergence, iIllplies considering larger disks and hence dealing with more
poles of the function at the same time and increasing the column number
to be inspected.
Theorem 16 I/ / is analytic in B(O,r) except in the k distinct poles
Wl, ... , Wk 0/ / with total multiplicity m (md with

0< IWll

~

IW21

~

... ~ IWkl < R

then {ri,mheN conveT'ges uni/ormly to / in B(O,1')\ {wl, ... ,wd.

Several proofs exist of which the most elegant one is due to Saff [3, pp. 2.52254]. In some cases another kind of convergence can be proved for the
diagonal approximants. It is called convergence in measure [22].
Theorem 17 Let / be me7'ollw7'phic (md lcl G be a closed and bounded
subset 0/ ([;' . For every E > 0 and 0 > 0 thcrc exists an integer k such that
/01' i > k we have
Iri,i(X) - /(3:)1< {
x E Gi
where Gi is a subset

0/ G

such that the mcasure

0/ G \ Gi

is less than

o.

The proof of this theorem and more results on convergence in measure of
Pade approximants can be found in [3, pp. 26:3-283],
For meromorphic functions /( x) information on the poles can also be obtained from the columns in the qd-tahle which we introduce now. In the
series development of f we set Ci = 0 for i < O. For arbitrary integers n
and for integers m 2: 0 we define detenninants

H(n) m -

cn

Cn+l

Cn+m-l

Cn+l

Cn +2

cn +m

cn+m-l

cn +m

Cn +2m-2

with H~n) = 1. The series (1) is tenned k-normal if H1~1) f: 0 for m =
0,1, ... , k and n 2: O. It is called ultimately k-normal if for every 0 ~ m ~ k
there exists an n(m) such that H1~:1) f: 0 for n > n(m). With (1) we define
the qd-scheme where subscripts denote columns and superscripts down ward
sloping diagonals [18, p. 609]:
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(a) the start columns are given by

eo(n) -- 0

n

= 1,2, ...

(n) _ ~
ql - c"

(10)

n = 0,1, ...

(b) and the rhombus rules for continuation of the scheme by
(n)

(n)

(n+!)

(n)

(n+l)
~qm

em = qm
qm+l

=

- qm

e(n+l)

em

+ em(n+l)
- 1

m = 1,2 ...

m = 1,2 ...

n

n

= 0,1 ...

= 0,1, ...

(11)

Theorem 18 11 I is analytic in R(O, r) except in k distinct poles with total
multiplicity m and with
Iwol

= 0 < IWll

~ IW21 ~ ... ~ Iwml

<R

IWm+ll

= 00

where each pole occurs as many tim es in the sequence as its order, and il
is ultimately m-normal, then the qd-scheme associated with I has the
lollowing properties:

I

(a) lor each f with 0

<f

~ m and IWe-ll

< Iwel < IWHl!,

li m qf(n+l) = 1/ We

Tt--+(X)

(b) lor each f with 0 < f ~ m anel Iwel < IWHl!.

li

(n+l)

n21~ ef

=

0

The index f for which Iwel < IWHll, is called a critical index because it
indicates in which columns of the qel-tahle we have to take a look. It is
dear that the critical indices of a function do not depend on the order
in which the poles of equal modulus are numhered. When f is a critical
index, the fth e-column tends to zero and the fth q-column just preceding
it in the qd-table contains information on the poles with distinct moduli.
Thus the qd-table of a meromorphic function is divided into subtables by
those e-columns tending to zero. Any q-column corresponding to a simple
pole of isolated modulus is ftanked by such e-columns and converges to the
reciprocal of the corresponding pole. If a subtable contains more columns of
q-values, the presence of poles of equal modulus is indicated. In [18, p. 642]
it is also explained how to detennine these poles.
Theorem 19 Let fand f +k with k > 1 be two consecutive critical indices.
Let the polynomials p~s) be defined by

p~s)(x)
(s) (
Pi+! x)

1

xp~S+l)(x) - q}Ji+lP~s)(X)

s

~

0

i

= 0,1, ... , k -

1
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Then there exists a subsequince {8( n) }nEN such that

li m

n-oo

(s( n)) (X)

Pk

= (X -

-1) ••• ( X

WH1

-1 )

- WHk

From the above theorem the qd-scheme seems to be an ingenious tool for
determining the poles of a meromorphic function f directly from its Taylor
series at the origin. lf f is rational, the last e-column is even theoretically
equal to zero, as can be seen from the next theorem. The proof hereof is
based on the next lemma [18, pp. 610-613].
Lemma 1 Let f be given by its formal Taylor se ries expansion (1). If there
exists a positive integer k such that f is k-normal, thm the values q!::) and
e!::) exist for m = 1, ... , k and n 2: 0 and they are given by

qm(n) __ H7\~t+1) H(n)
m-1
H(n)H(n+1)
m

e(n)
m

m-1

H(n) H(n+l)

=

m+l

m-l

H(n)H(n+l)
1n

11L

Theorem 20 Let (l) be the Tayl07' se7'ies at X = 0 of a rational function
of degree n in the numerator (md m ~ n in the denominator. Then if the
series f is m-normal,
(n-m+h)
em

=0

h>O

4.2. THE GENERAL MULTIVARIATE CASE.

The univariate theorem of de Montessus de Ballore deals with the case of
simple poles as well as with the case of multiple poles. The former means
that we have information on the denominator of the meromorphic function
while the latter means that we also have information on the derivatives of
that denominator. In this seetion we give a similar convergence theorem for
the general order multivariate Pade approximants.
Let us first introduce the notations

#N
Nx(n)
Ny(n)

n+1
max{i I (i,j) E N}
max{j I (i,j) E N}

In wh at follows we disCllSS functions f(x, y) which are meromorphic in a
polydisc B(0;R],R 2 ) = {(x,y): lxi< R),lyl < R2 }, meaning that there
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exists a polynomial

Rm (
x,)
Y

=

'""
L.J

Tde X d Ye

=

(d,e)EDt;N2

m

'""
L.J TdjejX d·'y e·I

i=O

such that (fRm)(x,y) is analytic in the polydisc above. The denominator
polynomial Rm(x, y) can up to a multiplicative factor be determined by m
zeros (Xh, Yh) of Rm(x, y) in B(O; Rb R 2),

(12a)

h = 1, ... ,m

Rm(Xh, Yh) = 0

or by a combination of zeros of R m and some of its partial derivatives. For
instance in the point (Xh, Yh) the partial derivatives

ßih+ih R m
= 0
ßxih ßyih I(Xh,Yh)

(ih,jh) E

h

(12b)

can be given with h a finite subset of IN 2 of cardinality J..l(h) + 1 and satisfying the inclusion property. We can again enumerate the indices indicating
these vanishing partial derivatives as

h

.(h) .(h))
( .(h)
.(h))}
= {(~0,J0
, ... , ~Jl(h),JJj(h)

.(h) .(h)) ( ~0,J0
-

(0 , 0)

For the pole (Xh, Yh) the set h substitutes the univariate notion of multiplicity.
Theorem 21 Let f(x, y) be a function wh ich is meromorphic in the polydisc B(O; R 1 , R2) = {(x, y) : lxi< Rb lyl < R 2 }, meaning that there exists
a polynomial
m

'""
L.J

Rm (
x,)
Y =

Tde x,d

" " TdjejX dj Yej
Ye = 'L.J

(d,e)EDt;N2

i=O

such that (f Rm)(x, y) is analytic in the polydisc above. Further, we aS,'lume
that Rm(O,O) =P 0 so that necessal'ily (0,0) E D. Let there also be given k
zeros (Xh, Yh) of Rm(x, y) in B(O; R 1 , R 2 ) and k sets h C IN 2 with inclusion
property, satisfying
h = 1, .. . ,k

(f Rm)(Xh, Yh) =P 0
_ßi----,h+--:ih,--R.,.-m
{ ßxihßyih I(Xh,Yh)

=0

L~=l(J..l(h) + 1) = m

(ih,jh)

#h

E

h

= J..l(h)

h = 1, ... ,k

+1

(13a)

(13b)
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and producing the nonzero determinant
dl

"'I

(dl

el

%tmy~m

YI

dl!
el!
dl-,,(I) el-,,(1)
,,(I))! (ei ,,(I)W"I
YI

dl

(dm

dm !
'm!
don-,,(I) em-,,(1)
,,(I»! (eon ,,(I))! "'I
YI

d m em
"'k Y k

el

"'k Yk

dl!

el!

dl-,,(k) el-,,(k)
Yk

don !
em!
dm-,,(k) em-,,(k)
(dm-,,(k))! (em-,,(k»!"'k
Yk

(dl ,,(k))! (ei ,,(k))!"'k

(13c)

Then the sequence of general order multivariate Pade approximants
[NID]E = (plq)(x,y) with D determined and fixed by the index set of
R m (x, y) and N c E growing such that
Ihn

n--oo

NA n) =

lim N y( n)

n--oo

=

00
00

converges to f(x, y) uniformlyon compact subscts of

{(x, y) : lxi< R 1 , lyl
and its denominator

< R 2 , Rm(x, y) i= o}

m

q(x, y) =

L bdieixdiyei
i=O

converges to Rm(x, V).
The main difference in cOlnparison with the univariate theorem lies in the
fact that in the univariate case N * D = {(i,O) I ~ i ~ n} * {(j,O) I ~
j ~ m} = E = {(i,O) I ~ i ~ n + m} which is not necessarily true in
the multivariate case. A numerical example illustrating theorem 21 can be
found in [12].

°

°

°

In the literature one can find similar attempts to generalize the theorem
of "de Montessus de BaUore" to the multivariate case [6, 17, 19]. However,
the problem is nowhere treated in such a general way as is done here. We
have complete freedom of choice for the numerator (by setting N) and the
equations defining the Pade approximation order (by setting E). Also we
can deal with any polynomial denominator since the index set D can be
any sub set of IN 2 • In [13] the interested reader can find a typical situation
where this freedom is necessary for the construction of numerically useful
multivariate Pade approximants.
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In analogy with the univariate case we now discuss a first multivariate
version of the qd-algorithm. Given a formal series expansion of a function
f(x,y), an enumeration rN2 of the points (i,j) in IN 2 specifies in which
order we are going to deal with the Taylor coefficients Cij. The multi-indices
(i, j) of Cij can for instance be counted down along upward sloping diagonals in the order (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (2,0), (1,1), (0,2), (3,0), .. , or in any
other order as long as the inclusion property remains satisfied during the
enumeration. Now we introduce two enumerations of multi-indices which
will playaspecial role in the super- and subscripts of the general order
multivariate qd-algorithm, namely 1"N satisfying the inclusion property and
enumera.ting the Cij to be fed as input to the algorithm, and rD for the
time being arbitrary:
N

D

{( i o, jo), ... , (i l l l jn), ... }
{( do, co), . .. , (dm, em ), . .. }

(14a)
(14b)

Here indexing a point (i, j) or (d, e) with e and referring to it as (i e, il) or
(dt, ce), means that it is the next point in line in N or D. The univariate
case appears as a special case if we e11lunerate only the first axis. A typical
multivariate choice would be N = IN 2 anel D general.
Let us introduce help entries 9~'~~,
, by:
(n)
9 O,m

n
"'" C·
~

n

d'

1"- m,)k-em

xik-dmyjk-em - "'" C·
~

k=O

.

d

xik-dm-I yjk-em_1

'lk- ?n-l,Jk-e,n-l

k=O

(1.5a)

(n)
(n+l)
(n+l) (n)
(n) _ 9m-l,r9m -l,m - 9 m -l,r9m -l,m
9m,r (n+l)
(n)
9 m -l,m - 9 m -l,m

°

r=m+1,m+2, ...

(15b)

°

keeping in mind that Cij = if i < or j < 0. The values 9t',~ are stored
as in table 1. The general order multivariate qd-algorithm is then defined
by:

Q 1(n)( x,y)

o
'
= C·'n+l- dO,jn+1- eOX i n+1- d
0yJn+l-e

9(n+l)
0,1

(n+l)

Cin-do,jn-eo xin-do yjn -eo

(n+l)
(x, y)
Qm

( ) (n+2)
= E(n+2)
rn-I x,y Qm
(x,y)
1

E(n+I)(
rn-I
x,y )

(n+m-I)

90,1
(n+m)

9 tn - 2 ,m-l -gnl-2,m-l

(n+m 1)

gm-2,m-1

(16a)

(n+2)

- 90,1

(n+m)

gm-1,m

[,,+m}

(n+m+1)
gm-1 ,m -gm-l,m

m~

2

(16b)
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E(n+I)()
m
x, y

_
+ 1 = g(n+m)
m-l,m

g(n+m+l)
m 1,m
(Q~::+2)(X,y)+
(n+m)
gm-l,m

1)

m"? 1
(16c)

If we arrange the values Q~::)(x, y) and E~:I)(X, y) as in the univariate ease,
where subseripts indicate columns and superscripts indicate downward sloping diagonals, then (16b) links the elements in the rhombus

(n+1)(X , y)
E m-1
(n+1)( x,y )
Qm

(n+2)( x, y )
Qm-1
(n+2)(X , y)
E m-1

and (16e) links two elements on an upward sloping diagonal
E,\:1+1)(X, y)
Q~:11+2)(X, y)

In analogy with the univariate Pade approximation ease [18, p. 610] it is also
possible to give explicit detenllinant formulas for the general multivariate
Q-and E-values. Let us introduce the notations

= Cin-dm,jn-emX in-dm Yjn- e",
1rx(n, m) = i n +1 + ... + i n +m 1ry(n, m) = jn+1 + ... + jn+m -

C m,n ( X, Y )

. > d
. >
Zn
_ m Jn
_ em
do - ... - d m

Co - ... - 10 m

where Cm,n(X, y) is not to he confused with the homogeneous expression
Cm(x, y), and let us introduce the determinants

H(n)
O,m =

I

CO,n+1(X, y)

H(n) - 0
0,0 -

CO,n+m(x, y)

_I

(n)
H 1,m -

Cm- 1,n+l (x, y)

Cm- 1,n+m(x, y)

1

1

CO,n+l (x, y)

Cm,n+l (x, y)

H(n) - 0
1,-1 -

CO,n+m(X, y)

Cm,n+m(X, y)
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n

E

H(n) 2,m -

H(n)
3,m =

I

n

E

k=O
CO,n+1(X, y)

Cm,k(X,y)
k=O
Cm,n+1(X, y)

CO,n+m(x, y)

Cm,n+m(x, y)

n

CO,k(X, y)

1

(n)
H 2,-1

0

-

1

n

E CO,k(X, y)
k=O
CO,n+1(X, y)

L Cm,k(X, y)
k=O
Cm,n+1 (x, y)

CO,n+m-1(X, y)

Cm,n+m-1 (x, y)

(n)
H 3,-1

-

-

0

By means of the determinant identities of Schweins and Sylvester we can
prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2 For well-defined Q~:tt+1)(x, y) (md E,\:t+1\x, y) the following determinant formulas hold:

Q(n+1)(x
m

H(n+m) H(n+m-1) H(n+m)
) _ _ O,m
l,m-1
3,m
,y H(n+m-1) H(n+m) H(n+m)
O,m
l,m
3,m-1

E!:+l)(X, y) =

H(n+m) lI(n+m) H(n+m+1)
O,m+1

l,m-1

3,m

H(n+m) H(n+m+1) H(n+m)
O,m
l,m
3,m

Moreover, H~~m) / [x 1rx (n,m)y1r y (n,m)] is a determinant representation for
the denominator q(x, y) satisfying the Pade approximation conditions. From
lemma 2 we then see that if f(x, y) is a meromorphic function, the denominators of Q~n+1\ X, y) contain information on the poles of f because in that
case some determinants H(nH)
/ [x 1rx (n,f)y1r y (n,f)] converge to the poles of
l,i
the meromorphic f as explained in the previous theorem. We reformulate
this in terms of the general multivariate qd-algoritlull.
Theorem 22 Let f( x, y) be a function wh ich is mer'omor1Jhic in the polydisc B(O; Rb R 2) = {(x, y) : lxi< R 1, lyl < R 2 }, meaning that there exists
a polynomial Rm(x, y) such that (J Rm)(x, y) is analytic in the polydisc
above. Let the polynomial Rm(x, y) be factor'cd into

Rm (
x, )
Y

"'"
L....J
(d,e)ED

m

Tde X d Ye

=

"'"
L....J TdjejX.dj Yej

i=O
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rr
,,=1

rr (
,,=1
I';

J(

R,,(x, y) =

L

Tdexdye)

(rI,e)ED l ...

with Dl1 * Dl2 * ... * Dl K = D. Fm'theT, we assume that Rm(O,O) i- 0 so
that necessarily (0, 0) E D. Let the conditions (13) be satisfied and let the
enumeration (14a) be such that
lim Nx(n)

00

lim Ny(n)

00

11.-+00

n-+oo

Then for each 1

~

f ~ m with DR, = DlI

* ... * Dl... :

lim E(n+1)(:1:, y) = 0

n-+oo

l

uniformly in a neighbourhood of the origin e3:cluding a set of Lebesgue measure zero, and
lim H(~H) / [x1l":r(n,l)y1l"y(n,f)]

n-+oo

1,

= R 1(x,y) x

... x R,,(x,y)

The column number f satisfying DR, = DeI * ... * Deo< is called a critical
column number and it has the same meaning as the critical colullln nUlllber
in the univariate qd-scheme. It inclicates which colullln of Q-values has to
be inspected because it contains information on the poles of f(x, y). When
computing Q~n+1) algebraically, the factor Hi:~H) / [x1l":r(n,e)y1l"y(n,l)] is easy
to isolate in the denomiuator of Q~n+1) hecause it is the only oue that
evaluates different from zero at the point around which the given function
f(x, y) is developed, here the origin.
4.3. THE HOMOGENEOUS MULTIVARIATE CASE.

Let us first take a look at the sequence of homogeneous multivariate Pade
approximants Tv,lt(X,y) with 11 = 0,1,2, ... and JL fixed. From (8a-b) it is
dear that if we increase the numerator degree I1 of the homogeneous Pade
approximant, also the denominator set D is influencecl. Hence a sequence
of homogeneous Pade approximants with fixed Jl and increasing v does not
correspond to any sequence of general order multivariate Pade approximants with fixed denolllinator index set D. This imlllediately iIllplies that
theorem 21 cannot be applied to any sequence of hOlllogeneous multivariate
Pade approximants.
A generalization of theorem 17 on the convergence in llleasure of diagonal homogeneous Pade approximants is currently nnder investigation. That
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there is evidence for such cOllvergence in measure is illustrated numerically
in [13]. We remark that because 1/ and JL play the same role for multivariate
homogeneous Pade approximants as n and m for univariate Pade approximants, the not ion of diagonal approximant is very natural for multivariate
homogeneous Pade approximants. It suffices to let v = JL. For general order multivariate Pade approximants the notion of diagonal approximant is
not so dear because of the possibility to choose the enumeration for the
numerator different from the one for the denominator.
Let us now take a look at a homogeneous multivariate qd-algorithm. The
series expansion of fex, y) is rewritten as a single sum by grouping terms
into homogeneous expressiolls:

L (L

fex, y) =

Cijxiyj)

i+j=l

REN

The homogeneous multivariate qd-algorithm is then defined by:
E~n)(x, y)

o

Q 1(n)( x,y )

i+j=n+1

n = 1,2, ...

L
L

i+j=n

E m(n)( X, Y )

-_

CijXiyJ
(17b)

Cij:1;lyJ

Q(n+1)(
)
Q(n)(,.
m
X, Y . m :C, y )

)
+ E(n+1)(
m-1
X, y

m

Q~~l (x, y)

(17a)

= 1,2...

n

= 0,1 ...

E m(n+1)( x,y )Q(n+1)(
mX,y )
(n)( x,y )
E 111

m=1,2, ...

n=O,1, ... (17c)

Ifwe arrange the values Q~t)(x,y) amI E,\:')(x,y) as in the univariate case,
where subscripts indicate columns anel superseripts indicate downwarel sloping diagonals, then the entire construction is very similaI' to the univariate
scheme (10-11). It can also be proved that for y = AX and for n, m ~ 1

Q~~')(X,AX) =

-In)
qm
.X

AX) =

_In)
Cm ·X

E(n)(x
m
,

where ij!::) and e!17) come from the univariate qd-scheme computed for the
function f( x, AX). In other words, the hOlllogeneous multivariate qd-scheme
and the univariate qd-scheme coincide when the multivariate function is
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projected on rays y = .xx. When we then want to use the homogeneous
qd-algorithm to detect the polar singularities of fex, y), we proceed as follows. Theorem 23 generalizes the results of theorem 18. A generalization of
theorem 19 can be formulatcd in the same way.
Theorem 23 Let the Taylor series at the ol'igin be given of a function
fex, y) meromorphic in the polydisc B(O, R) = {(x, y) : lxi < R,lyl <
R}, meaning that there exists a polynomial q(x, y) such that (fq)(x, y) is
holomorphic in B(O, R). Let fOl'.x E
the function f>.,(x) be defined by

m

f>.(x) = fex, .xx)
and let the poles Wi of f>. in B(O, R) be numbered ,'luch that
Wo

= 0 < I w11 ~ 1w21 ~ ... < R

each pole occuring as many times in the sequence {wiheN as indicated by
its order. If f>. is ultimately m-normal for some integer m > 0, then the
homogeneous qd-scheme associated with f Iws the following propel,ties (put
w m +1 = 00 if f>. has only m poles):
(a) for each

e with 0 < e ~ m

and

IWI'-11 < IWI'I < IWH11,

\.) _
· Q(n)(
Illll
I' X , A:/,
-

1t-+oo

(b) for each

e with 0 < e ~ m

anel

W

I'-1 . x

IWI'I < IWH11,

lim E(n)(x,.xx) = 0

n ..... oo

I'

How the parameter .x affects the order in which the poles of fex, y) are
detected pointwise as (Wl' .xWl) with WI' = x / lim n ..... oo Q}n) (x, .xx) and not
curvewise as in theorem 22, can be leamed from a numerical example given
in [14]. If we compare this convergence result to the one for the general order
multivariate qd-algorithm given in the previous section, we see that there
the algorithm discovers and identifies tbe polar factors as separate objects.
The price one has to pay for this elegance is that the general multivariate qdalgorithm must be programllled in order to deal with algebraic expressions
instead of with numeric data. The homogeneous qd-algoritilln delivers the
poles point by point (numeric output) while the general order qd-algorithm
delivers the poles as algebraic curves (fonnula output). This iIllplies that
the general qd-algoritlllll is considerably slower than the homogeneous qdalgorithm when used for pole detection. However its reply is considerably
more accurate.
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In analogy with the univariate Pade approximation case [18, p. 610] it is
also possible to give explicit determinant fOflllUlas for the homogeneous
multivariate Q- and E-values. Let us re-introduce the notation

Cl(X, y)

=

L

e= 0,1, ...

CijXiyj

i+j=l

and define the determinants

H!:)(x, y)

=

Cn(x, y)

Cn+l(x,y)

Cn +m - I (x, y)

Cn +1 (x,y)

Cn +2 (x, y)

Cn+m(x, y)

Cn+m-I(x, y) Cn+m(x, y) ... Cn+2m - 2(X, y)
The series development of f(x, y) is termed k-normal if Ht\~l)(X, y) ~ 0 for
m = 0,1, ... , k and n 2: O. It is called ultimately k-normal if for every
o ~ m ~ k there exists an n(m) such that Ht\~l)(X, y) ~ 0 for n > n(m).
By means of the determinant identities of Sylvester and Schweins we can
prove the following lemma for k-normal multivariate series [9].
Lemma 3 Let f( x, y) be given by its formal Taylor se ries expansion. If
there exists a positive integer k such that f( x, y) is k-normal then the functions Q!:)(x, y) and Et\~)(x, y) exist for m = 1, ... , k and n 2: 0 and they
are given by
(n)( X y) = H(n+l)
(n)
Qm
m
H rn-I
,
Hr\~l) H(n+l) (x, y)
m-l

E(n)(x
m

,y

)

=

H(n) H(n+l)
m+l m-I
H(n)H(n+l) (x, y)
7n.

711.

We can now complete the list of results with the following multivariate
analogue of theorem 20 of which the proof can be found in [14].
Theorem 24 Let the Taylor se ries expansion at the origin be given of a
multivariate rational function of homogeneous degr'ee Tl in the numerator
and m ~ Tl in the denominator. Then if the se ries f(x, y) is rn-normal,
E,~l-m+h)(X, y)

== 0

h>O

(2)

(n+m)
gO,2

(2)

(n+m)
gO,I

gO,I

I

(1)

(1)

gO,I

gO,2

gO,2

(0)

gO,2

(0)

gO,I

(n+m-I)
gI,2

(1)

gI,2

(0)

g1,2

(n+m)
gO,r

(2)

gO,r

(1)

gO,r

(0)

gO,r

(0)

(n+m-I)
gI,r

(1)

gI,r

gI,r

Table 1

(n+m-rH)
gr-I,r

(0)

gr-I,r

I

(n+m)
gO,m

(1)

gO,m

(0)

gO,m

(n+I)
gm-I,m

(0)

gm-I,m

VI

00
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